
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
HRF Centre Director builds consensus 
 
Professor Will Rifkin, who has been appointed as Director of the Hunter 
Research Foundation (HRF) Centre and Chair in Applied Regional 
Economics at the University of Newcastle, wants to put business, 
government, and community ‘on the same page’ in understanding 
how the region ‘works’. 
 
Prof Rifkin is an engineer-turned-sociologist. He has worked to improve 
communication between technical and nontechnical people for more 
than 25 years. His specialty is supporting collaborative decision-making 
to create or navigate change in organisations, policy arenas and 
regions.  
 
“The Hunter wants to realise its potential to lead Australia in innovation.  
For that, collaborative working relationships are needed. You also need 
shared understanding between business, government, and community 
sectors,” Prof Rifkin explains. “I’m delighted to be leading the HRF 
Centre. I want to build on its strong relationships with regional decision-
makers, which reach back over its 60-year history.” 
 
.   
 



He comes to Newcastle from the University of Queensland. During 2012 
to 2017, he led development of the UQ Boomtown Toolkit and 
socioeconomic indicators effort. That continues to publish the Annual 
Report on Queensland’s Gasfields Communities (https://boomtown-
indicators.org). This effort provided insight into the upswings and 
downturns in the resource sector.     
 
Rifkin oversaw a social science research portfolio that addressed 
regional changes accompanying the $60 billion in onshore natural gas 
development in Queensland. These changes were studied in 
agriculture, health, business and the trust that local residents have in 
the onshore gas industry, government, and each other. This work 
involved extensive interaction with the oil and gas industry, businesses, 
media, local, state and Commonwealth governments, and community 
organisations.   
 
Prof Rifkin previously completed consultancies and research with 
organisations such as Fletcher Challenge Energy, BHP Coal and Coke, 
Western Australia’s Water Corporation, and the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics.   
 
He has produced more than 100 academic publications, including 
journal articles, reports, and websites. He has also been recognised as 
one of Australia’s most effective university teachers.   
 
Prof Rifkin has degrees from MIT (physics), the University of California-
Berkeley (energy and resources), and Stanford University 
(sociotechnical studies). He has been spotted on the Newcastle 
waterfront riding a very strange electric bicycle that he assembled 
himself.   
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